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Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) can be regarded as gold standard in investigating
dose-response and causal relationships in exercise science. Recommendations for
exercise training routines and efficacy analyses of certain training regimen require
valid data derived from robust RCTs. Moreover, meta-analyses rely on RCTs and
both RCTs and meta-analyses are considered the highest level of scientific evidence.
Beyond general study design a variety of methodological aspects and notable
pitfalls has to be considered. Therefore, exercise training studies should be carefully
constructed focusing on the consistency of the whole design “package” from an explicit
hypothesis or research question over study design and methodology to data analysis
and interpretation. The present scoping review covers all main aspects of planning,
conducting, and analyzing exercise based RCTs. We aim to focus on relevant aspects
regarding study design, statistical power, training planning and documentation as well
as traditional and recent statistical approaches. We intend to provide a comprehensive
hands-on paper for conceptualizing future exercise training studies and hope to
stimulate and encourage researchers to conduct sound and valid RCTs in the field of
exercise training.
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INTRODUCTION

The principal study types available for investigating the effects of exercise training range from
retrospective epidemiological and cross-sectional research to prospective controlled exercise
training trials. The latter can be considered a gold standard to elucidate causal and dose-response
relationships in sport specific research, providing the highest level of evidence. Consequently,
longitudinal designs with at least two groups, two repeated measures and a randomized allocation
of participants are basically required for many research questions. This corresponds to a
randomized controlled (training) trial (RCT). Beyond general design, researchers are faced with
various conceptual challenges and pitfalls including characteristics of the interventional approach
and control condition (e.g., inactive control, work matched control conditions, treatment as usual,
social gathering etc.), reliable and valid outcome measures, study population and sample size as well
as the statistical approach for data analysis. Importantly, these aspects are tightly interconnected
and have to fit with one another. For instance, the conception of the study design determines
statistics and study power. Therefore, the whole study “package” has to be thoroughly constructed
and outlined prior to the start.
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This manuscript addresses critical aspects of the design,
realization and analysis of exercise training studies. A variety of
conceptual aspects and their interrelations will be discussed in
the light of traditional and recent methodological considerations.
We are mainly focusing on factors specific to exercise training
studies as compared to other e.g., pharmaceutical interventions
(for instance, challenges of blinding, standardization and wash-
out, low “n” in elite athlete studies, etc.). The manuscript
intends to provide a concise, structured and comprehensive
presentation of sport specific aspects and their interrelations
rather than on comprehensively covering the entire theoretical
background and can be regarded as a hands-on paper for
developing, understanding and applying specific study designs.
We deliberately do not deliver solutions to specific issues
regarding a particular study “package.” Instead, we aim to
sensitize the interested reader to issues and opportunities which
are particularly related to exercise science research. For gaining
more detailed insight into specific aspects, we would like to refer
to the cited literature.

STUDY DESIGN

General Design
Randomized Controlled Trials
Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are considered the gold
standard for evaluating interventions in biomedical research.
Well designed and conducted RCTs provide highest evidence
level on the efficacy of healthcare interventions (Moher et al.,
2010; Thiese, 2014). Trials with inappropriate methods are
associated with a high risk of bias (Moher et al., 2010). Thereby,
proper and transparent reporting of all relevant methodological
issues of an RCT is crucial (Altman et al., 2012). With regard
to adequate reporting of RCTs the CONsolidated Standards Of
Reporting Trials (CONSORT) Statement has been developed
(Schulz et al., 2010). CONSORT is a 25-item checklist to
standardize the reporting of key elements of randomized trials
(Vohra et al., 2015). Exercise training interventions are complex
interventions which are not appropriately and completely
addressed by the CONSORT checklist. Therefore, in extension
of CONSORT, the Consensus on Exercise Reporting Template
(CERT) has been recently developed and may provide a valuable
supplement to report and document randomized exercise trials
(Slade et al., 2016).

As reflected in the acronym, RCTs are characterized by two
key elements: a control group and randomized allocation of
participants to two or more study arms. Additional elements such
as predetermined outcome measures and blinding are considered
crucial for the quality of an RCT and the internal validity of
inferences.

The control group provides a proxy for what would have
happened to the participants in an experimental group if they
had not received the intervention. Pre–post changes in the
experimental group may then be directly compared to changes
in the control (comparator) arm to gauge the effects of the
intervention (Senn, 2009). By contrast, with an uncontrolled
design observed changes are generally attributed entirely to

the intervention (assuming that nothing would have changed
without it). Different types of time- and learning-effects are
alternative explanations for observed changes which may be
unmasked by comparison to a control group (Hecksteden et al.,
2013). Obviously, the value of the control group in leaving the
intervention as the only plausible explanation critically depends
on its similarity to the experimental group. This concerns
baseline characteristics of participants that should not relevantly
differ in both group as well as adequate flow through the
study (except for the intervention). Other design features such
as randomization and blinding aim at ensuring this similarity
between groups.

The proper assignment of participants to the study arms is an
important aspect of the trial design. Basically, group allocation
should be based on chance, thereby, minimizing the risk of
selection bias due to differences in group characteristics (e.g.,
in the primary endpoint and/or anthropometric or demographic
data) (Senn, 1995, 2013; Moher et al., 2010). Two main aspects
are particularly important in this regard to prevent correct
anticipation of future assignments by anybody involved in the
trial: (i) an unpredictable allocation sequence must be generated
and (ii) this sequence must be concealed until assignment (Moher
et al., 2010). It is important to note that randomization should be
done by an independent investigator, who is not directly involved
in the testing and intervention. Ideally, the researcher, who is
running the randomization procedure, works with the fewest
information necessary and is only delivered with coded data.

Simple or pure randomization (i.e., group allocation with a 1:1
ratio based on coin toss) works well in large samples as there is
a high probability that potential confounders (i.e., age, gender
or current performance or physical activity level) are evenly
distributed in all study arms. Random allocation can also be done
in several more sophisticated ways in order to ensure a balanced
distribution of participants’ characteristics which are known to
be potential confounders regarding the main study outcomes
(Moher et al., 2010). The most prevalent amendment to simple
randomization is stratification.

Stratification can be used to ensure that groups are balanced
with regard to particular characteristics of participants (strata),
which likely affect intervention outcomes. When appropriate
stratification according to pre-defined strata (in training studies,
for instance, age, gender, baseline physical activity level or study
center in case of multi-center studies) is conducted, the number
of participants for each study arm is closely balanced within each
stratum. A further method for group allocation, which is not
actually a random approach, is minimization (Pocock and Simon,
1975; Treasure and MacRae, 1998; Altman and Bland, 2005;
Moher et al., 2010). Applying this approach, the first participant
is truly randomized. Each subsequent participant is allocated to
a treatment or control group in order to minimize the imbalance
on selected pre-defined factors, which are assumed to be potential
confounders. The number of prognostic factors which can be
incorporated is larger in minimization as compared to stratified
allocation (Scott et al., 2002). Minimization is advantageous when
small groups should be closely matched with regard to relevant
participant characteristics. Minimization may not eliminate bias
on all known and, particularly, unknown confounders, but is
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an acceptable alternative to randomization and by some authors
considered superior (Treasure and MacRae, 1998; Scott et al.,
2002; Altman and Bland, 2005; Moher et al., 2010).

Another important aspect is the adaptivity of randomization
to drop outs. In other words: Does the slot of subjects
dropping out of the study re-enter the randomization procedure?
If the proportion of drop outs differs between study arms,
this offers obvious benefits regarding balance in the final
sample. An advantage which is particularly relevant if subject
number is limited. Moreover, while such a feedback loop
seems counterintuitive bearing the idea of “sealed envelopes”
in mind, adaptive randomization is deemed admissible if
properly conducted by an external scientist (Food and Drug
Administration, 2010; Rosenberger et al., 2012).

Alternative Study Designs
Conducting a robust RCT is not always possible and in some
instances not even the appropriate approach. Particularly in
exercise science, studies are frequently conducted in club, school,
hospital, or community settings, respectively, and large trials may
require a multicenter approach. In all these cases, participants are
packed into clusters, in which observations are not necessarily
independent and tend to be correlated. In order to avoid
contamination, i.e., the unintentional transfer of intervention
(elements) to other members of the cluster which are actually
assigned to the control group, the clusters should serve as the
units of randomization (Campbell et al., 2012; van Breukelen
and Candel, 2012). Cluster-randomization affects the power and,
consequently, increases the necessary sample size of a trial and
clustering has to be considered as a covariate when analyzing the
data (van Breukelen and Candel, 2012).

In some instances, it might be necessary to evaluate areas of
uncertainty prior to conduct a definitive RCT. In such cases, a
pilot randomized trial is the means of choice (Eldridge et al.,
2016). Meanwhile, a variety of competitive funding bodies are
claiming for those pilot data. The primary aim of a pilot study
is commonly feasibility, which affects the methodology used in a
pilot trial. Assessments and measurement procedures should be
chosen according to the aims of the pilot trial, not necessarily
the definitive RCT. The sample size in pilot trials is usually
lower compared to the final RCT, but should also be rationalized.
Hypothesis testing regarding intervention efficacy is generally not
indicated as the pilot trial is likely underpowered for this purpose.
However, the standards for conducting and reporting of definitive
RCTs also apply to pilot studies (Eldridge et al., 2016).

Beyond the typical parallel group RCT, a randomized
crossover trial is another option to implement a control condition
and random allocation of participants. Therefore, randomized
crossover studies may be categorized in the RCT design family
(Hopewell et al., 2010). In contrast to the parallel group RCT,
each study participant performs both study conditions in a
randomized order, i.e., each person serves as her or his own
control (Thiese, 2014). A crossover RCT begins similar to
a traditional RCT, but after the first intervention period the
participants cross over to the other study arm. Between both
periods usually a wash-out period is interposed in order to
ensure that baseline data are comparable. Particularly in training

studies, this can be a challenge as training effects usually
need considerable time to diminish or the intervention under
investigation has to be incorporated in practical routines and/or
periodized training schedules (Faude et al., 2013, 2014). The
reversibility of a treatment effect is a necessary prerequisite for
applying crossover designs and determines the length of the
wash-out period. This is a particular challenge if valid data on
detraining effects are not available. Potential carry-over effects
have to be considered during data analysis. When using a
crossover design, no participant is excluded from the promising
treatment under investigation and sufficient statistical power can
be achieved with fewer participants. The effort needed by each
participant, however, is greater.

Robust RCTs are able to reliably predict intervention efficacy
on a group level. Prediction of benefits and harms of a particular
intervention on the individual level, however, is not possible
without a high amount of uncertainty. In such cases, N-of-1
trials might be the appropriate means of choice (Hecksteden
et al., 2015; Senn, 2015; Vohra et al., 2015). When the
recruitment of a large enough population is limited, N-of-1
trials might be the ideal methodological alternative. In exercise
science and sports medicine, such scenarios are frequent in
high performance sports, with the available elite population
being naturally limited, in patients with rare diseases or when
strong inclusion and exclusion criteria must be applied to
arrive at homogeneous samples, limiting the number of eligible
participants. A prerequisite for N-of-1 trials is a relatively quick
onset of action and termination after discontinuation of the
intervention which can make such scenarios difficult with regard
to specific training adaptations. N-of-1 trials can be conducted
as single or multiple crossovers, comparing a treatment against
no or another treatment within one individual serving as her or
his own control (Vohra et al., 2015). Thus, potential confounding
is eliminated given an appropriate wash-out period is applied
in order to ensure similar baseline conditions for the treatment
arms. A typical design is treatment – withdrawal – treatment –
withdrawal (ABAB design). Multiple crossovers increase the
confidence of the obtained results.

In some instances, uncontrolled or non-randomized study
designs may be justified. Uncontrolled trials are less expensive,
more convenient and faster to conduct than RCTs (White and
Ernst, 2001). When applying a single arm pre–post design
without a control arm, however, there is a considerable risk
that other factors than the intervention (e.g., familiarization,
changes in lifestyle or activity behavior in addition to the exercise
intervention, social desirability, regression to the mean) may also
account for at least a part of the observed changes. Uncontrolled
studies may be justified for pilot studies in order to get insight
into associations between variables or expectable effect sizes
of the intended intervention or regarding the feasibility of an
intervention or specific treatment components (White and Ernst,
2001). Uncontrolled trials, however, should be always interpreted
very carefully as it is impossible to exclude that any changes,
which occurred during the intervention period, would not have
occurred without the intervention. Similarly, non-randomized
trials include a control group or condition, but the allocation
to the group is not due to chance but likely to the preferences
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of the participant which may affect the efficacy of the program
and, thus, leading to a biased interpretation of the intervention.
For instance, in injury prevention research, allocation to an
intervention group performing an injury prevention program or
to a control group doing their normal training routine based
on the willingness of the team coaches, is likely biased as
coaches who are willing to do the program are more aware
of the injury problem and, hence, may also have implemented
other measures to reduce injuries. The efficacy of the program
may, therefore, be overestimated in non-randomized designs
(Mandelbaum et al., 2005; Gilchrist et al., 2008). In summary,
whenever possible an appropriate comparison group should be
included in any interventional study and group allocation should
be done randomly.

Whereas RCTs are considered the gold-standard for
establishing cause-effect relationships and clinical decision
making, there are also some disadvantages regarding the
transferability of the results to sports and clinical practice
(Wilkerson and Denegar, 2014). For instance, in RCTs frequently
strong inclusion and exclusion criteria are used to increase
statistical power and the precision of the intervention effect
estimate. Furthermore, RCTs provide an estimate of the efficacy
of an intervention under ideal, strictly controlled conditions,
particularly with regard to the administration of the intervention.
The effectiveness, i.e., when administering the intervention under
real, more natural circumstances, of a particular treatment cannot
be reliably evaluated by an RCT.

Prospective cohort studies may provide a feasible, well
justified and useful alternative or complement to traditional
RCTs and can result in improved decision making when guiding
individual exercise training scenarios (Thiese, 2014; Wilkerson
and Denegar, 2014). A large cohort is initially recruited and
desired baseline parameters, e.g., physical activity or fitness
and/or health-related physiological and laboratory markers, are
assessed. The cohort will be followed for a pre-defined period
of time and individual exposure to a specific training mode will
be documented in order to analyze changes in the outcomes of
interest in the group which was exposed to training compared
to the group which was not exposed. It is possible to analyze a
large amount of possible moderators, mediators and confounders
allowing for heavily multivariate analyses, given that the sample
is large enough. In addition, generalizability of the results can
be better as studies usually are conducted in more naturalistic
settings.

A summary of design types in exercise training research is
presented in Table 1.

Critical Specifications
Study Aim and Hypothesis
When a general design type has been selected for a particular
study question, critical design specifications have to be defined.
Initially, a specific study aim together with the study hypothesis
must be clearly formulated prior to the start of the trial. In
this regard, it is very important to distinctly state whether
it is hypothesized that a new intervention (treatment under
evaluation) is superior to a reference treatment or control

condition (superiority hypothesis) or that a new intervention
is similarly efficacious or not worse compared to the reference
or current gold standard treatment (equivalence or non-
inferiority hypothesis). Whereas studies usually aim to evaluate
the superiority of one treatment over another one, equivalence
or non-inferiority trials are also justified under particular
circumstances (Piaggio et al., 2012). This is, for instance,
the case if the new intervention has some advantage other
than increased efficacy, such as better availability, better cost-
effectiveness, less invasiveness, fewer adverse effects (harms)
or easier administration. Equivalence or non-inferiority trials
differ from superiority trials with regard to methodological and
statistical considerations, for instance, by a priori defining an
equivalence region (Piaggio et al., 2012; Lakens, 2017; Dixon
et al., 2018; Lakens et al., 2018). For a deeper insight into this
issue we refer to the cited literature.

Study Outcomes
Once the specific study question(s) and hypotheses have been
formulated, primary and secondary study outcomes have to be
defined. The chosen outcomes should be closely related to the
study aims and hypothesis with a minimal amount of primary
outcome(s) to answer the main study question. Secondary and
tertiary outcomes should be defined in order to support the
main findings regarding training efficacy or to give insights
into potential mechanisms of training adaptations. Particular
emphasis has to be put on this aspect when participants are
to be classified as responders and non-responders according to
observed changes in one or more outcome measures because
an individual’s “response” may be outcome specific (Scharhag-
Rosenberger et al., 2012). Moreover, if several parameters are to
be jointly considered in the response classification, decision rules
have to be explicitly fixed during the planning stage of the trial
(Hecksteden et al., 2015).

Outcomes should be chosen according to clarify theoretical
or evidence-based rationales. Strong outcomes in exercise and
health sciences are, for instance, mortality, morbidity or injuries
as these are “hard” endpoints with obvious clinical and practical
relevance. However, to analyze such outcomes, usually large
samples are needed. “Hard” endpoints such as mortality or
hospital admission are commonly used in epidemiological
research. Conducting an RCT with such outcomes is a
challenging endeavor (Shiroma and Lee, 2018). Frequently,
surrogate parameters such as maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max;
as a surrogate of cardiovascular fitness or health) or maximal
voluntary contraction strength (as an indicator of muscular
fitness or health) are used in RCTs due to their better feasibility
and relevance for sports and clinical practice. In such instances,
it is important to rationalize the clinical or practical relevance of
the chosen parameter. For example, in a homogeneous sample
of high-level athletes VO2max is a poor indicator of endurance
capacity (Meyer et al., 2005). Lactate threshold and running
economy might be more suitable under specific circumstances
(Coyle, 1995; Faude et al., 2009), but simulated sport-specific
time trial performance is probably the best choice (Abbiss and
Laursen, 2008; Currell and Jeukendrup, 2008). Particular value
when selecting appropriate study outcomes should be placed on
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TABLE 1 | Summary on relevant design types in exercise training research.

Design type Comments

Randomized controlled trial (RCT) • The gold standard for evaluating the efficacy of exercise training interventions

• Characterized by two key elements: a control group and randomized allocation of participants to two or more study arms

Cluster-RCT • Appropriate design type when participants are packed into clusters (e.g., study centers, schools, clubs, and hospitals) to avoid
contamination within clusters

Pilot-RCT • Means of choice to evaluate feasibility [e.g., regarding intervention (elements), training application, procedures] in order to prepare
for a definitive RCT

Randomized crossover trial • Each study participant performs both the intervention and control condition and, thus, serves as her/his own control, thereby,
saving “n”

• An appropriate “wash-out” period is a major challenge in exercise training studies

N-of-1 trial • Enables to evaluate the benefits and harms of an intervention of interest on the individual level

• Particularly relevant, when the population of interest is small (e.g., elite athletes, patients with rare diseases)

Uncontrolled/non-randomized trial • Justified as pilot or exploratory trial to get preliminary data regarding relevant design decisions of a definitive RCT

• Should be interpreted very carefully

Prospective cohort study • Enables an investigation of exercise routines under more naturalistic circumstances in “real” life

• Enables the analysis of a large amount of possible moderators, mediators, and confounders

the reliability and validity of the chosen measures (Atkinson
and Nevill, 1998; Hopkins, 2000; Currell and Jeukendrup, 2008).
Knowledge of the inter- and intra-individual variability, i.e.,
the reliability of a particular assessment tool, is necessary to
correctly interpret and detect intervention effects based on
changes in performance or physiological parameters. Being aware
of the test reliability enables a researcher to determine the
boundary between true changes and differences which may result
from random variability only, i.e., to determine the “minimal
detectable change (MDC)” within a specific test (Atkinson and
Nevill, 1998; Hopkins, 2000; Haley and Fragala-Pinkham, 2006;
Hecksteden et al., 2015).

Study Population and Sample Size
A further prerequisite for a robust exercise training study is the
appropriate choice of the population under investigation. Many
exercise training studies are conducted using physical education
students as participants, simply as this is the population which
is directly and most easily available for sport science researchers.
Whereas this choice might be justified in some instances, in most
cases it is not. For instance, resistance training adaptations in
sports students are unlikely the same as in high level resistance
athletes with many years of specific training experience and an
already extraordinary performance level which does not leave
much room for further improvements (ceiling effect). Moreover,
interventions which are effective in a healthy, young and active
population do not necessarily apply to old and frail people
or people with specific diseases. Consequently, the population
under investigations should be closely matched to the study aims
and hypotheses and the researchers should a priori determine
the eligible population and define corresponding inclusion and
exclusion criteria. Thereby, all inclusion criteria have to be
fulfilled by a participant to be eligible. If at least one exclusion (or
non-inclusion) criterion is fulfilled the person must be excluded
from study participation.

An important issue regarding the participating population
refers to the appropriate sample size. From an ethical perspective,
it is important to study a sample which is large enough to detect

an effect with an acceptable accuracy (Hopkins, 2006). Is the
sample size too large, people are unnecessarily exposed to and
waste resources with an intervention which potentially can be
risky, harmful, or painful. In this case, small, but clinically or
practically irrelevant effects might be detected as significant. Is
the sample size too low, resources will be wasted with a high
risk of failing to detect a relevant effect. Sample size estimation
is usually required before the study protocol is submitted to
a funding institution or an ethics committee. In order to
estimate an appropriate sample size, several issues have to be
considered a priori, i.e., during the process of study planning.
Justification and reporting of the required sample size should
be done carefully and honestly. Besides the study design, several
parameters have to be considered, for example, the number of
main outcomes, the smallest clinically or practically worthwhile
effect, types I and II error rates, the baseline variability of the
main outcome parameter as well as the statistical approach for
data analysis (Batterham and Atkinson, 2005; Hopkins, 2006;
van Breukelen and Candel, 2012). Consulting with a statistician
is recommended at this stage, particularly when projecting a
complex study design. Failure to correctly consider one or
more aspects may irremediably preclude study success while,
on the other hand, fine tuning the methodology and design
“package” reduces the burden imposed on researchers and
participants and increases the likelihood of meaningful results
(Figure 1).

Choice of Control “Treatment”
When it comes to the decision on the appropriate control arm,
there are several options, which have to be considered. The
final decision depends on the complete design “package” of the
particular study. From the perspective of internal validity, a
control group receiving the recommendation to maintain their
usual (e.g., inactive) habits might be considered the best choice
as the main purpose of the control group is to control for
what might have happened to the intervention participants if
they had not received the treatment. Such a choice, however,
can have several limitations. Completely inactive participants are
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FIGURE 1 | Conceptual aspects and their interrelations in the design of
exercise training studies.

not necessarily reflecting the “real world” setting. Most people
are aware – or become aware within the study setting – of
the beneficial effects of physical activity or exercise training
and, therefore, complete inactivity does not reflect externally
valid conditions and can be regarded ethically doubtful in
some populations (e.g., patients or seniors) when a potentially
beneficial intervention is denied. It might be considered to inform
or educate the control participants on the beneficial health effects
of physical activity and encourage them to follow general physical
activity recommendations (Chodzko-Zajko et al., 2009; Garber
et al., 2011). Another issue with inactive controls is the missing
attention, social contact or study-directed activities which may
raise expectations and could have a beneficial effect by itself
(Lindquist et al., 2007). This should be considered, particularly, in
elderly populations where social separation is a relevant problem
and being active together with other seniors or the researchers
might improve the individual abilities and quality of life by
itself. For instance, arranging regular meetings where the control
group members meet to play cards and chat, allowing for social
contacts, while being physically inactive, might be an option
(Donath et al., 2014). Furthermore, participants might refrain
from study participation or they drop out during the study
period, because they were assigned to the control group and do
not receive the anticipated intervention. Such dissatisfaction with
group assignment can also lead to unintended and uncontrolled
lifestyle changes in control group members potentially leading
to considerable confounding and a decrease in power (Hertogh
et al., 2010). To overcome such scenarios there are mainly
two options. First, a wait-list control group, which receives the
intervention after having served as an inactive control, might be
applied. This option has the advantage that there is potentially no
change in the lifestyle habits of the control group members as they
are provided with the intervention at a later time. However, with
long intervention periods this approach becomes challenging
and expensive and might be regarded unethical (e.g., in patients
or seniors). Second, an active control group, which engages in
activities related to the research setting and, thus, accounting for
potential treatment effects, can be an appropriate choice. Such an
active control group can receive health education, social visits or

an alternative (but likely ineffective) exercise regimen (Lindquist
et al., 2007).

Placebo and Blinding
A double blind placebo controlled parallel group design is
considered the “gold standard” in biomedical research (Beedie
et al., 2015). The placebo is a negative control as it is
pharmacologically inert. It is expected that participants in
the placebo control arm show a change or response to the
investigation, including the response to a therapeutic ritual,
to observation and assessment and to the patient-researcher
interaction (Sedgwick and Hoope, 2014). Ideally, placebos should
be indistinguishable from the actual intervention and, therefore,
participants should be unaware whether they receive the placebo
or the treatment, allowing the researchers to estimate the “real”
treatment effect (Beedie et al., 2015).

In exercise training studies, it is obviously difficult to blind
the participant to the intervention as they usually are aware
whether they are training or not. In exercise science and sports
medicine, placebo controls can be easily applied when the efficacy
of ergogenic aids is assessed (Beedie and Foad, 2009; Berdi et al.,
2011). Berdi et al. (2011) found that an average overall effect
size indicating a placebo effect of 0.4 (95% confidence interval
0.24–0.56) was present in placebo controlled studies analyzing the
efficacy of different ergogenic substances. An interesting study
was conducted by Broatch et al. (2014) showing that a placebo
thermoneutral water immersion resulted in better recovery
after high-intensity training compared to pure thermoneutral
water immersion. Recovery efficacy was similar for the placebo
condition compared to cold water immersion. The placebo effect
was facilitated by adding a “recovery lotion” (customary skin
cleanser) to the water.

Incorporating an adequate placebo condition is a serious
challenge in training studies, is frequently not feasible and
it might even be not appropriate (Beedie and Foad, 2009).
For instance, applying the placebo effect might be ethically
problematic as it may exploit the bond of trust between
practitioner and client or scientist and study participant.
Furthermore, a nocebo effect may occur, i.e., the (inert) “placebo”
treatment induces harmful side effects. Finally, according to the
newest version of the Declaration of Helsinki (World Medical
Association, 2013), placebo is only acceptable (i) when no proven
intervention exists, (ii) based on sound methodological reasons
the use of placebo is necessary to determine the efficacy or safety
of an intervention or (iii) when the participants are not exposed
to additional risks of serious or irreversible harm, because they
do not receive the currently best proven intervention. Therefore,
an active control arm is usually preferable and the use of
placebo has to be seriously justified (Beedie and Foad, 2009;
Sedgwick and Hoope, 2014). An active control arm, for instance,
can be the current best-practice or best-evidence approach.
Alternatively, the clinical standard treatment (irrespective of
being best-evidence) or treatment as usual can be used as control
arm.

Ideally, randomized trials are conducted with appropriate
blinding or masking, i.e., withholding information about the
intervention which may affect the study outcomes from people
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involved in the trial (Moher et al., 2010). Blinding is an
adequate means against several forms of bias. Risk of bias
is highest in parameters which can be affected by subjective
expectations. Blinding can be introduced on different levels of
the trial design and is sometimes referred to single-, double- or
triple-blinding, although this denotation is subject to variability,
misinterpretation, and confusion (Schulz and Grimes, 2002;
Moher et al., 2010). Researchers should honestly report the
blinding of all people who may be affected by the knowledge
of the intervention assignment. These people can be, the
participants of the trial, the providers of the intervention (e.g.,
physicians, therapists, coaches, teachers, etc.), data collectors (i.e.,
the testing staff) and those who assess the data (Schulz and
Grimes, 2002). Moreover, it has been debated that also those
people who manage and analyze the data as well as manuscript
writers can be blinded, but this is a matter of debate (Moher et al.,
2010). Obviously, masking the assignment of the participants
to an exercise intervention group or an inactive control group
is nearly impossible. In case of parallel group designs with
treatment as usual as a control, it is advisable to withheld
information on the hypothesized intervention efficacy from the
study participants. Similarly, it is often difficult to blind the
intervention providers as they have some expertise in the field of
research and corresponding expectations regarding intervention
efficacy. Exercise training cannot be masked in a way as, for
instance, pharmacological or ergogenic substances.

An important level of blinding in exercise science research
remains with the data collectors. Testing staff can affect study
outcomes in different ways by their (unconscious) behavior
and expectations, when knowing the group allocation of an
individual. For instance, encouraging study participants during
VO2max tests or maximal strength assessment can be realized
differently depending on whether the participant was in the
intervention or the control group. Therefore, blinding of the
testing staff to group allocation and uniform and standardized
procedures are advisable in order to minimize the risk of bias on
the data assessment level.

Transferability and Implementation Considerations
If the efficacy of a particular exercise intervention has been
established in an RCT, the question arises, whether the
intervention can be easily transferred to the real-world setting. In
most instances, program efficacy is strongly related to compliance
and compliance is likely better in a standardized, controlled
setting like in RCTs. When constructing an RCT, researchers
should at least consider relevant questions on the transfer and
uptake of a particular intervention in practical settings and
on how the treatment can be maintained in the long-term
after efficacy has been established. Researchers should be aware
of and describe possible arrangements to give people access
to an intervention after a study has identified a treatment as
being beneficial for a particular population. In this regard, it is
sometimes recommended to involve participants in the design
of research and potentially also in the dissemination of an
intervention (Harriss and Atkinson, 2015).

A central framework regarding health program
implementation is the RE-AIM (Reach, Efficacy, Adoption,

Implementation, and Maintenance) framework and its
adaptation to the sports setting, the RE-AIM Sports Setting
Matrix (RE-AIM SSM) (Finch and Donaldson, 2010).
This concept is specific to the implementation context in
community sports and may guide the promotion of prevention
programs. O’Brien and Finch (2014) systematically reviewed the
scientific literature on the reporting of specific implementation
components in team ball sport injury prevention programs using
the RE-AIM framework. The authors concluded that there are
major gaps in adoption and maintenance in injury prevention
research and, consequently, that reporting of the implementation
context was insufficient. Thus, it is recommended to consider
the implementation context already when designing an exercise
intervention trial.

Ethical and Legal Obligations
Finally, ethical issues and legal obligations have to be considered.
Like all biomedical research, exercise training trials must be
in line with the Declaration of Helsinki in its latest version
from 2013 (World Medical Association, 2013) as well as with
current data protection and data security regulations (Harriss
and Atkinson, 2015). Importantly, compliance with ethical
and legal constraints cannot be decided by the researchers
themselves, instead the final protocol has to be reviewed
and approved by an appropriate ethics committee (Harriss
and Atkinson, 2015). It is highly recommended to publish
the study protocol and several scientific journals require
an a priori registration in an appropriate trial registry (for
a summary of primary trial registries1) (World Medical
Association, 2013). Harms and serious adverse events must
be appropriately and honestly reported. This is a particularly
underrepresented issue in exercise science research as studies
commonly target the undoubtedly beneficial effects of physical
activity and exercise training for fitness and health, but
frequently ignore potential side effects and harms of being
active (e.g., injuries or cardiovascular events) (Verhagen et al.,
2015).

EXERCISE TRAINING INTERVENTIONS

An important issue of the study “package” in exercise
training studies is the design of the exercise intervention. In
exercise science there are specific considerations related to the
applied intervention, which usually differ considerably from
interventions in other biomedical areas and are closely linked
to the choice of the other “package” components. Particular
considerations regarding the design and documentation of
exercise interventions are presented in this chapter.

Comparability of Training Study Arms
When comparing two training modes in terms of efficacy,
training characteristics such as setting, mode and load should be
thoroughly considered and documented (Table 2). For example,
if the effects of interval training on improving maximal oxygen

1http://www.who.int/ictrp/network/primary/en/
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TABLE 2 | Relevant training characteristics that should be taken into account prior to the start of a training intervention in order to determine the external load of exercise
training studies.

Training setting Home based Institutional Individual Group based Inpatient

Training mode Endurance Strength Balance Speed Flexibility Mixed

Training load Volume Time Frequency Repetitions Intensity Response

uptake are compared to continuous aerobic endurance exercise
equicaloric exercise loads are required (Helgerud et al., 2007).
Otherwise, it is hardly possible to elucidate whether the interval
pattern or the difference in energy expenditure accounts for
potential differences in VO2max adaptations. Estimating the
caloric expenditure in highly intense exercise bouts, however, is
a tremendous challenge, as excess carbon dioxide during intense
exercise notably affects the calculation of the caloric expenditure.
An alternative perspective might be to induce comparable effects
with lower volumes. For instance, this has been shown with sprint
interval training and its effects on cardiovascular function (Gibala
et al., 2006; Burgomaster et al., 2008).

Neuromuscular training is much easier to match properly
as the cardiorespiratory or caloric demands are comparatively
low. Repetitions, times and loads can be feasibly objectified.
The total volume and frequency should be monitored and
reported. For example, comparing whether explosive strength
training (high movement velocity at lower loads) is favorable
than traditional strength training (moderate movement velocity
at higher loads) in terms of reducing fall risk factors requires
similar training loads. Thus, the load should be precisely
calculated for each training session. Thereby, mood states,
perceived exertion, heart rate response are complementary
means to monitor internal response compared the externally
equivalent load. If multimodal training approaches such as
agility training that integratively triggers cardiovascular and
neuromuscular pathways are considered in preventive exercise
training, workload matching is more challenging and should be
further investigated compared to separated strength, endurance
and balance training (Donath et al., 2016b).

Exercise Training Characteristics
The duration of exercise training interventions with a
neuromuscular or cardio-circulatory focus can vary between
a couple of weeks and years (Donath et al., 2016a; Rodrigues
et al., 2016; Faude et al., 2017). Studies lasting one year or longer
are rare. The majority of available exercise training studies in
clinical and non-clinical populations typically range between
4 and 12 weeks, which is frequently justified by feasibility and
economic reasons. Consequently, training concepts generally
rely on studies with relatively short interventional periods.
Longitudinal studies with follow-up periods of several months
or years are urgently required. For instance, the lack of transfer
effects in balance training studies, which has been recently
reported (Giboin et al., 2015; Kummel et al., 2016; Donath et al.,
2017), is based on training studies lasting up to 12 weeks. It
might be possible that transfer effects will occur later during
the long-term training process. Furthermore, it seems that the
overall training volume constitutes the main trigger for training
adaptations, especially resulting from endurance training (e.g.,

regarding mitochondrial function) (Granata et al., 2016).
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that higher total training
volume lead to larger training effects. A variety of training studies
suggest that 40–50 sessions over several months induce robust
exercise training effects in neuromuscular domains (Lesinski
et al., 2015; Sherrington et al., 2017). Even hard endpoints
(e.g., falls, death) benefit more when intervention duration is
long and challenge is high. Ultimately, intervention durations
should rely on general and individual responsiveness of the
respective functional system of interest (e.g., vagal tone, maximal
strength, physical activity or fitness, co-contraction) and the
annual/seasonal time course of those parameters. For example, if
bone mineral content would have an undulating pattern through
the year depending on seasonal variations in physical activity
patterns and sun exposure, it might be reasonable to spend more
interventional efforts during this time and benefit in the more
inactive autumn and winter period. Such considerations are
mandatorily required prior to the conceptualization of exercise
training studies.

Training characteristics such as periodization of training and
exercise intensity distribution become likely more important in
athletic populations (Seiler, 2010; Stöggl and Sperlich, 2015)
and should be particularly considered in training studies
in elite populations. Training frequency and intensity are
further relevant training characteristics. Few studies investigated
differences in training effects depending on frequency and
intensity with adjusted total volume in the long term.
Interestingly, “weekend warrior” studies indicate that training
frequency seems to be a secondary training characteristic in
the general population (Meyer et al., 2006; O’Donovan et al.,
2017). Exercise training effects do not immediately decrease
(reversibility) after exercise cessation depending on age and
training state and can maintain for 2–6 weeks after the
intervention (Toraman, 2005; Toraman and Ayceman, 2005).
Thus, dosage of exercise training need to be justified based
on sustainability of effects and potential side effects of exercise
training. It is important to consider the potential benefit-risk
relation when applying exercise as medicine or preventive means
(Verhagen et al., 2015).

Further important issues regarding intervention studies
and, particularly, implementation strategies are individual
responsiveness, training specificity and overload (Figure 2).
In this regard a personalized training schedule, based on
individual needs, goals, barriers and background can be
regarded essential. As a consequence, researchers should also
focus on follow up effects and implementation strategies
using behavioral change techniques and face-to-face or remote
coaching (Foster et al., 2013). Such individualized and tailored
exercise training approaches likely lead to sustainable behavioral
change. Furthermore, interference effects (e.g., strength training
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FIGURE 2 | Integrative view on exercise training principles.

prior to endurance or vice versa) should be carefully considered
when conceptualizing exercise intervention studies. In this
regard, numerous research has been undertaken during recent
years to elucidate interference effects between strength and
endurance training on molecular level (Hawley, 2009; Fyfe et al.,
2014). These findings do also have impact in the light of general
health-related physical activity guidelines that focus on strength,
endurance and balance either ways. Thus, the mix of different
training stimuli can relevantly affect training adaptations.
Another issue in the context of “training variables” is the concept
of training progression. To date, only few studies specifically
investigated the effects of different progression models on
performance or the time course of performance adaptations.
Generally, the above mentioned training characteristics (e.g.,
frequency, intensity, including different work-relief ratios, time,
type, volume, Table 3) have to be reliably and honestly
documented and reported.

Training Monitoring and Documentation
Monitoring of exercise training includes external (e.g., distance,
power, and velocity) and internal (e.g., ratings of perceived
exertion, heart rate, blood lactate concentrations) loads. Training
volume is mainly linked to external loads and adaptability is
also related to internal loads and responsiveness, respectively.
Both components should adequately be taken into account and
recorded. A variety of subjective and objective instruments to
monitor exercise training loads are available. Those systems
are feasible to assess individual acute and chronic response to
exercise training and the course of recovery (Hopkins, 2015;
Bartlett et al., 2017). Since no “one-size-fits-all” gold standard
for training load monitoring exists (Lambert and Borresen,
2010), validated (e.g., population, discipline, type of exercise)
and reliable methods should be rationalized with regard to the
specific study background and appropriately selected. Internal
and external training loads can be feasibly documented using
web-based and paper-pencil diaries. This is important in order
to check training compliance. Furthermore, detailed training
documentations potentially enable subgroup analyses in larger

cohorts or considerations on responsiveness to the training
protocol and constitutes important quality criteria of exercise
training trials.

Within recent years, particularly subjective response to
training has been emphasized to play an important role in
training adaptations and performance enhancement. Also studies
on affective valance or enjoyment have been increasingly applied
in health-related exercise training research. It seems reasonable
to assume that particularly subjective perceived efforts or valance
notably affect compliance and adherence to exercise training in
the long run. Besides independent assessment of internal and
external load, Banister and Calvert (1980) combined exercise
duration with a weighted heart rate response. This concept
has been proven for continuous endurance exercise and has
its limitations within intermittent sports (e.g., soccer and
basketball). Promising future concepts can be the monitoring
of the response of perceived exertion and the integration of
wearables. Those methods should be carefully applied in the
intersection between athletes and coaches based on best available
evidence in order to predict performance development (Foster
et al., 2017).

Compliance and Adherence
From a methodological and dose-response perspective,
compliance and adherence are important aspects of exercise
training studies. There is a distinct difference between
compliance and adherence. Compliance describes the degree to
which an individual conforms to the prescribed dosage of an
intervention and is necessary in efficacy trials. Adherence refers
to a process which is affected by the environment and social
contexts and, therefore, relevant in effectiveness studies (McKay
and Verhagen, 2016). Generally, adherence is considered a
patients’ or a person’s agreement to the recommended exercise
training regimen and treatment, respectively (World Health
Organisation, 2003). This is particularly important in non-
intrinsically motivated participants. In these individuals, the
likelihood to comply with or adhere to the exercise regimen is
comparatively low. Participants should be seen as active partners.
Thus, knowledge and beliefs on the importance of a respective
exercise training for, e.g., disease prevention or performance
enhancement approach should be educated and communicated.
It is well known that poor adherence is a striking issue in the
treatment of chronic conditions. Especially persons with the
poorest physical, cognitive and psychological functional abilities
representing the part of the population at highest burden of
disease do not seem reachable in multifactorial risk-based
interventions (Sjosten et al., 2007). Resulting consequences
are poor health outcomes and increasing health care costs.
Adherence is a powerful modulator of health care system
effectiveness and, thus, more balanced efforts should be made to
improve adherence instead of only developing specific treatment
strategies (Haynes et al., 2008). This is particularly important
since a lack of adherence or exercise training cessation may lead
to detraining effects (Sherrington et al., 2011).

Only few studies are mainly conceptualized to investigate
the interrelation between compliance and adherence and the
intervention effect. However, such studies are urgently needed.
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TABLE 3 | Exercise training characteristics (FITT; Frequency, Intensity, Type, Time).

Training characteristics Explanation

Frequency Amount of training sessions per day or week

Intensity Absolute (velocity, weight, and power output) and
relative (percentage of VO2max, HRmax , 1RM) load

Type Movement execution and position as well as
functional domains (e.g., cardio-circulatory or/and
neuromuscular)

Time Duration and repetitions of one or multiple training
stimuli and exercises (Volume = Frequency × Time)

VO2max, maximal oxygen uptake; HRmax, maximal heart rate; 1RM, one repetition
maximum.

The majority of available studies merely run sub-analyses on the
interrelation between intervention effects and compliance and, as
a consequence, does not find associations between compliance
and intervention efficacy (Simek et al., 2012; McPhate et al.,
2013). As a consequence, RCTs should at least aim at providing
“intention-to-treat” and “as treated” comparisons. Intention-to-
treat analyses can be merely conducted when participants agree
to posting-testing, although dropping out of the intervention.
Reasons for drop-outs and a decline from post-testing should
be provided. Drop outs can be a systematic response to the
intervention regimen and should be necessarily followed up (e.g.,
too intense, discomfort, inadequate coaching, logistical efforts,
etc.). In large cohorts, also the relationship between attendance
rates and training adaptations can be computed. Available drop
out-rates in interventions studies should also be considered
during the sample size estimation. Depending on the population,
training mode, volume and intensity, drop outs normally vary
between 20 and 50%. Future research should consider compliance
and adherence (study design and data analysis), particularly
with regard to the implementation of efficacious exercise-
based health care interventions. A multidisciplinary approach
toward adherence is needed (coordinated action from health
professionals, researchers and policy-makers) (World Health
Organisation, 2003).

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

Subsequent to the experimental phase, the last steps toward
(and hopefully leading to) answering the initial research question
consist in analyzing the obtained dataset and interpreting the
results. On the bottom line this means trying to make inferences
on real-world circumstances based on the data collected. There
is considerable controversy regarding appropriate inferential
frameworks and statistical techniques and some of the key points
in this debate will be addressed later in this paragraph. However,
there are also some unequivocal aspects which are dictated by
the logic of the trial design. These basic rules will be presented
in the following paragraph in (roughly) descending order or
indispensability.

The standard case is that (i) the research question concerns the
mean efficacy of an intervention (e.g., training induced increase
in VO2max or maximal strength) and that (ii) a RCT (the current

criterion standard for this kind of research question) has been
conducted. We shall now harness the specific characteristics of
our design to maximize validity of our inferences – that means
to zoom in on intervention efficacy by ruling out pertinent
alternative explanations.

Basic Rules for Analyzing an RCT
The analytical techniques mentioned in this paragraph represent
the mainstream hypothesis-testing approach to inferential
statistics and are applicable for outcome measures which are ratio
scaled and normally distributed. Please compare later paragraphs
for a brief discussion of alternatives.

The absolutely essential rule for the analysis of an RCT is
that assessment of intervention efficacy should be based on
direct between-group comparison (Senn, 2009). Comparison
to changes in the control group lends support to causally
ascribing observed changes in the experimental group to the
intervention. Consequently, the question to be answered is
whether the change in an outcome (e.g., aerobic capacity,
maximal power, and balance ability) in the intervention group
differs from the change in the control group. Importantly,
the between-group comparison has to be made directly and
not indirectly by assessing pre–post changes separately within
each group. This basic rule is dictated by the rational of the
trial design and applies regardless of the inferential framework
and statistical approach. Within the mainstream approach of
hypothesis testing, the basic option to test the difference
in change-scores between groups is to conduct a t-test for
independent samples. Alternatively, repeated measures analysis
of variance (ANOVA) may be employed with at least the repeat
factor (pre- vs. post-test), a group factor (intervention vs. control)
and the interaction between the two (which is the main effect of
interest).

Moreover, potential baseline imbalances between groups
should be considered (Senn, 1995, 2009). In a controlled trial,
randomization (following more or less complex rules as explained
above) is primarily employed to ensure equal distribution of
covariates between groups in order to rule out alternative
explanations and support causal inferences. However, perfect
baseline balance is unlikely. Therefore, relevant moderators
of intervention efficacy should be considered during data
analysis. Importantly, whether or not to consider additional
influencing factors, and if so, which ones, should be decided in
advance (based on their presumed relevance as moderators of
intervention efficacy) and not during analysis (based on observed
differences at baseline) (Senn, 1995). Generally, following the
“rule of the initial value,” at least the baseline value of the outcome
measure itself should be included. These recommendations
are supported by many strong arguments, which are exposed
comprehensively by Senn (1995). For the non-statistician, the
most compelling one in favor of doing so may be the surprisingly
low “cost” in terms of subject number (Senn, 2013). The
consequent type of (standard inferential) analysis is analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA). Alternatively, covariates and categorical
predictors may be included in a mixed model which otherwise
comprises at least subject identity as random effect as well as
time and group as fixed effects. The mixed model approach is
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particularly useful if the outcome measure has been determined
on more than two time points.

As mentioned above, one of the initial steps in constructing
a training trial consists in formulating the hypothesis as
specifically as possible. The control group in exercise training
trials does either not receive any intervention or the current
best-practice treatment. In most instances, it is expected that the
average change over the intervention period is superior in the
intervention group as compared to the control group (e.g., larger
increase in VO2max). Therefore, we generally have a directed
hypothesis as to the difference of change scores between the
intervention and control groups, respectively. This should be
matched by the use of one-sided tests (Fisher, 1991; Koch and
Gillings, 2006), which offer higher power and hence require lower
participant numbers. Surprisingly, this simple opportunity for
increasing the efficiency of a trial is frequently not taken.

Alternative Approaches
Individual Response
Even for undoubtedly effective interventions (such as exercise
training in previously untrained persons) large variability in
observed pre–post changes is common (Bouchard et al., 1999;
Hecksteden et al., 2015, 2018). From the perspective of verifying
(mean) efficacy this variation in observed effects is rather
annoying, because it decreases standardized effect sizes and
increases the required number of participants. However, when
recommending the intervention to individual subjects, the
variation in its efficacy between persons is of obvious interest.
Importantly, variation in observed pre–post changes does not
necessarily reflect interindividual differences in the efficacy of
the intervention (“individual response”) but is at least in part
due to random variation (e.g., from measurement error and
biological day-by-day variability) (Senn, 2004, 2015; Atkinson
and Batterham, 2015; Hecksteden et al., 2015). Different methods
have been proposed for the quantification of individual response,
which in part require specific study designs (Atkinson and
Batterham, 2015; Hecksteden et al., 2015, 2018; Senn, 2015). For
an RCT, calculating the surplus in variance in the experimental
group (random variation plus individual response) as compared
to the control group (random variation only) seems to be the
most adequate approach (Hecksteden et al., 2018).

Beyond quantifying individual response in terms of a variance
or standard deviations, it is appealing to classify individual
subjects into responders and non-responders, respectively.
However, this classification is beset with theoretical as well
as practical difficulties and limitations which are due to two
main factors: (i) the unavoidable inaccuracy of the individual
response estimate (due to random variation) and (ii) the
challenges of identifying a meaningful response threshold (Senn,
2004, 2015; Hecksteden et al., 2018). Therefore, this intuitively
tempting approach should be used and interpreted only with
great restraint. Moreover, it is important to keep in mind
that (despite the simple concept) a considerable number of
definitions and operationalizations have been proposed which
may result in inconsistent classifications for many individuals
(Hecksteden et al., 2018). If the main aim is to have balanced

subgroups with marked differences in observed training effects
(e.g., for an exploratory search into moderators of training
efficacy) a predefined proportion (e.g., 1/3) of individuals with
the highest pre–post difference may be labeled as “responders”
and a similar proportion of subjects with the lowest pre–
post differences as “non-responders” (Timmons et al., 2005).
However, such a classification is obviously dependent on the
distribution of training effects within the respective trial and may
not be interpreted as a general characteristic of the respective
subject (Hecksteden et al., 2018). By contrast, if the aim is to
characterize individual participants in a meaningful way, the size
and uncertainty of an individual’s response (e.g., as confidence
interval or effect size) has to be interpreted in relation to prefixed
limits of meaningful benefit or harm. In the context of an RCT,
uncertainty in the individual pre–post difference may be roughly
estimated from the variability of pre–post changes in the control
group (Hecksteden et al., 2018).

Alternative Approaches to Statistical Inference
While describing the data collected during a specific trial (e.g.,
participant characteristics, distributions of measured values and
calculated indicators such as pre–post differences) is clearly
important, the ultimate aim of a scientific study generally is to
gain insight into real-world circumstances. Therefore, we need to
make inferences from (and therefore beyond) our data. A task
which is obviously associated with an unavoidable risk of error.

In recent years, the formerly unrivaled p-value based
hypothesis-testing approach to inferential statistics has been
increasingly criticized (Sterne and Davey Smith, 2001; Wilkinson,
2014; Wasserstein and Lazar, 2016; McShane and Gal, 2017),
up to the point of recommending its complete abolishment
(Buchheit, 2016). Providing a comprehensive overview of this
ongoing controversy including the proposed alternatives (let
alone a final judgement) is far beyond the scope of this
manuscript. However, a few points should be addressed.

What’s the problem with p-value based hypothesis testing?
When investigating a specific intervention, we generally want
to know whether it is beneficial and can be recommended. Of
note, there are two questions involved in this: first, we have
to know if the intervention is effective and causes detectable
changes in the expected direction at all. If this seems to be
the case, we will be interested if the magnitude of the effect
is relevant and worth the effort or rather trivially small. In
fact, p-value based hypothesis testing (at least as it is generally
performed in our field) does not provide a direct answer to either
of these two questions. Most fundamentally, the p-value does
not indicate the probability of the intervention being ineffective
based on the data analyzed, but the probability of those (or more
extreme) data assuming that the intervention is ineffective. While
one might intuitively think that the difference between these
two conditional probabilities is marginal, there are situations
in which the “error of the transposed conditional” becomes
most relevant (Wasserstein and Lazar, 2016; Yaddanapudi,
2016).

Moreover, the p-value is an amalgamation of effect size
(central tendency and variation of the effect) and degrees of
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freedom (which in most situations are mainly determined by
number of subjects). Following the full hypothesis testing logic,
the appropriate number of participants for specified type-1 and
type-2 error rates has to be calculated in advance and exactly this
number has to be studied (Fisher, 1991). If the sample size is
larger, even marginal differences will yield “significant” p-values.
When viewed uncritically, this may lead to the application
of interventions which in fact do not cause relevant benefit.
There are several other limitations and shortcomings, which
have been recently summarized (Wasserstein and Lazar, 2016;
Yaddanapudi, 2016).

Several alternative approaches to statistical inference have
been devised in response to the shortcomings of p-value based
hypothesis testing. The most fundamental alternative is Bayesian
statistics, a framework in which the concept of probability
as a long run relative frequency is replaced by probability as
a subjective believe (which has to be refined over and over
based on empirical data). There are two important strengths
of Bayesian statistics. Most importantly, it allows answering the
question we really want to know “How likely is the hypothesis
true in consideration of given data?” Secondly, it offers a
gradual judgment of the hypothesis being true instead of a
dichotomous decision yes or no/significant or non-significant.
However, despite the fact that the fundamental shortcomings of
p-value based hypothesis testing are addressed, truly Bayesian
statistics are not yet in mainstream use. One reason may be the
subjective notion of probability itself which is counterintuitive
for many empirical researchers. More importantly, practical
implementation of fully Bayesian analyses is a complex task,
which requires learning a new framework of data analysis. There
is an increasing number of understandable introductory texts
(Kruschke and Liddell, 2018; Quintana and Williams, 2018) but
only few scientists seem to master fully Bayesian statistics (Senn,
2011).

As an intermediate solution, approaches based on effect sizes
and/or confidence intervals have been proposed. In sport science,
magnitude based inferences (MBI) as developed by Hopkins,
2004, Batterham and Hopkins (2006), Hopkins and Batterham
(2016) is increasingly popular (Buchheit, 2016). MBI gauges
the magnitude of the effect (which is decisive for its practical
relevance) and offers a gradual judgment of it being above or
below predefined thresholds of practical relevance. However,
so far MBI has only been published in sports science journals

and personal websites and comprehensive evaluation within the
statistical community is still lacking. Moreover, several issues
with respect to mathematical as well as conceptual aspects
remain controversial (Wilkinson, 2014; Welsh and Knight, 2015;
Hopkins and Batterham, 2016; Mengersen et al., 2016; Sainani,
2018; Wilkinson and Winter, 2018). It is beyond the scope of
this article to give a final appraisal of MBI. However, publication
of a new statistical technique in a recognized statistical journal
enabling discussion of its strengths and weaknesses by the expert
community should be a matter of course before putting it forth
for general use – just as effectiveness of any new exercise training
intervention has to be established before transfer to sports
practice.

CONCLUSION

Exercise training studies should be carefully constructed
focusing on the consistency of the whole “package” from an
explicit hypothesis or research question over study design
and methodology and on the data analysis and interpretation.
In doing so, all available information that might affect
study power, ideally derived from pilot studies or previously
published research should be considered. A clear study question
with hypothesis on the primary and secondary endpoints is
recommended and should be generated prior to the start of
the study. Explorative or uncontrolled trials are only reasonably
indicated in pilot or feasibility studies and to state on baseline
variability of the primary endpoint, respectively. Validity and
reliability of the included methods should be provided for
the respective population and age-group. All relevant training
characteristics should be thoroughly considered and recorded.
Information on training characteristics as detailed as possible
should be given within the manuscript.
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